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Abstract
The advent of massive and highly heterogeneous information systems poses major challenges to professionals responsible for IT security. The huge amount of
monitoring data currently being generated means that no human being or group
of human beings can cope with their analysis. Furthermore, fully automated
tools still lack the ability to track the associated events in a fine-grained and
reliable way. Here, we propose the HuMa framework for detailed and reliable
analysis of large amounts of data for security purposes. HuMa uses a multianalysis approach to study complex security events in a large set of logs. It is
organized around three layers: the event layer, the context and attack pattern
layer, and the assessment layer. We describe the framework components and the
set of complementary algorithms for security assessment. We also provide an
evaluation of the contribution of the context and attack pattern layer to security
investigation.
This work was partially supported by the French Banque Publique d’Investissement
(BPI) under program FUI-AAP-19 in the frame of the HuMa project.

1

Introduction

Security analysis is a rigorous process encompassing several phases described in
ISO 27043. It is conducted by security analysts having expertise in the identification and understanding of indicators of potential threats in logs (computer
system traces). They achieve this using business rules mainly based on their
past experience and the technical documentation of devices in the network. The
continuous growth of the volume of logs to be analyzed, as well as their heterogeneity, make the task of the analyst increasingly difficult and error-prone even
with current support tools. Since no automated method exists that integrates
human level complex reasoning, the support tools generate confusing results
and a multitude of false positives and false negatives. The situation is further
complicated by the advent of more complex and hard to find attacks, such as
Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs). As a result, new tools capable of addressing the challenge of identifying threats in massive log repositories are needed. A
broad distinction can be made between simple attacks, which can be analyzed
from individual events, and the more complex or targeted ones, including the
APTs, which affect more than one asset and require an in-depth investigation.
The more complex attacks can be thought of as being composed of different
steps that are spatially and temporally spanned.
Taken individually, the multiple steps composing an APT are not necessarily
illegal. Furthermore, since they are spatially and temporally spanned, they may
seem to be unrelated. Nevertheless, as a whole, they constitute a single powerful
attack. Therefore, in order to detect and predict such threats, it is necessary to
collect, analyze and correlate various sources of data and to create summarized
views that are exploitable by security analysts. Most systems save the actions
related to them in lines of text called logs. Then, a security investigation is
usually based on manual analysis of these logs [4]. Applications that collect
logs are known as SIEM (Security of Information and Event Management) in
industry. They include correlation methods for the automatic search of attack
evidence. However, in the current context of big data and the huge amount of
logs generated in a network makes the analysis difficult, if not impossible.
To address this challenge, we propose HuMa, a multi-layer framework for the
analysis of complex security threats. It brings together the individual contributions made by the authors under the label of the HuMa project. The framework
is composed of three layers: the event layer, responsible for the representation of
individual traces of malicious activities; the context and attack pattern layer, responsible for gathering information about technical requirements of the attacks;
and the assessment layer, responsible for extracting attack information from
massive logs. The event layer is typically based on monolithic rules. The attack pattern layer, is constructed from databases, such as the CVE and CAPEC
repositories. The context layer includes information about the system that we
aim to defend. The assessment layer represents complex attacks as attack graphs,
and searches for matches between the graphs and the actual traffic in the Information System under supervision. Apart from the architecture of the framework,
another contribution of this work is a set of complementary approaches for the

assessment layer. Two kinds of dependencies between events are considered: temporal and spatial dependencies. The analysis is performed either through a rootcause approach, or through graph matching using dynamic weighted graphs.
This latter approach is implemented in Morwilog, which is an application of
the Ant-Colony algorithm to security investigation in logs. An evaluation of the
framework is performed by assessing the contribution of the context and attack
pattern layer for such investigation.
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the state of the art on
Advanced Persistent Threat analysis. Section 3 defines the multi-layer investigation framework. Section 4 focuses on the assessment layer and introduces key
algorithms to address the investigation challenge. Section 5 discusses the evaluation of the framework and provides further insight into its application scope.
Section 6 concludes this work.

2

State of the art

In this section we present a brief summary of the state of the art in the detection
and analysis of Advanced Persistent Threats.
2.1

Modelling and analysis of APTs

APTs [7, 30] are one of the most serious information threats that enterprises and
government agencies are faced with today. Examples include Stuxnet [8] and
Carbanak 7 . Although individual APTs vary considerably, they are customized
to the target system, and they all share the same 6 phases: reconnaissance,
delivery, exploitation, operation, data collection and exfiltration [7].
Some work has been done to model APTs [15, 5, 10]. For instance, APTs
can be described using low-level details, such as monitoring events, vulnerability
descriptions and exploit information. Others use a top-down approach with highlevel abstractions, based on attack trees or graphs. The most widely used model
for APTs is the attack tree [29], where leaves or branches are linked by AND or
OR gates. An improved attack tree is described in [5], where an O-AND gate
and some extra attributes are added. Similar work is described in [3], where
a SEQ gate and probability distributions are added to the leaves of the tree.
However, attack trees are not the most suitable models for such threats [12],
because they lack technical details, and providing them would make the trees
too complex and difficult to read. A new conceptual attack model, the attack
pyramid, is proposed in [14], which shows that an attack path may go across
different environments of the organization. Cui et al. [10] focus on identification
of attacks at early stages and prediction of their evolution using Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs). Abraham and Nair [1] predict changes over time by capturing
interrelations of vulnerabilities using attack graphs. They propose a three-layer
architecture: layer 1 contains the attack graph model, whose vulnerabilities are
7
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quantified in layer 2. Layer 3 describes attacks by applying stochastic processes
over the attack graph.
2.2

Automatic analysis of APT scenarios

Although HuMa still considers the human analyst as a key player in the identification of attack scenarios, automatic methods for finding links between events
are used to facilitate the expert analysis. The methods for identifying APT scenarios found in the literature work to a large extent on alerts generated by an
Intrusion Detection System (IDS). An example method that uses this approach
is AEC, or Active Event Correlation [6], applied on top of a Bro IDS. This allows it to interact with network traffic. Marchetti et al. [22] use alert graphs in
a pseudo-Bayesian algorithm with the previous alert history as a reference. In
other systems, such as RIAC [34], attacks are deduced from manually described
prerequisites and consequences of individual alerts. However, in [32] the knowledge base of alerts is already contained in the system but the casual relationships
are automatically extracted. Unsupervised methods have also been developed,
such as the one in [31], based on the aggregation of similar alerts from the same
time period in possible attack scenarios. Other approaches exist that do not
work only with IDS alerts. Mathew et al. [23], for example, propose an anomaly
detection method on a heterogeneous dataset using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Another example is described in [13], where hypothesis and rules
are deduced from a dataset of logs without attacks.
2.3

Correlation between vulnerabilities and attack patterns

Discovered vulnerabilities in information systems are in general publicly disclosed by means of the CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) format,
an open industrial standard widely adopted by many organizations. Each CVE
document has an identifier and mainly provides a textual description of a security vulnerability or exposure. The documents are publicly available through
multiple databases8 . In addition to CVE, CAPEC (Common Attack Pattern
Enumeration and Classification)9 patterns are distributed by MITRE in XML
format. They also provide a textual description of an attack, its prerequisites,
its steps, severity and the attack methods used.
Several papers have studied the known vulnerabilities in order to predict their
exploitation. In [33], the authors apply several machine learning algorithms on
the National Vulnerability Database (NVD), with the goal of predicting undiscovered vulnerabilities. An interesting work regarding how vulnerabilities are
exploited by attackers is described in [2]. The authors found that only a small
subset of vulnerabilities in the NVD and Exploit-DB are found in exploit kits
in the wild. However, little work has addressed the correlation between security
8
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alerts, CVE and CAPEC documents. In [28], the authors use data mining techniques to map CAPEC patterns to security logs. The obtained representations
are then matched using a K-nearest-neighbour algorithm to obtain the closest
events to an attack pattern. In [16], CAPEC and CVE patterns are used to
generate attack graphs and then match security events against them to identify
running attack scenarios.

3

The security multi-layer framework

In this section, we discuss how HuMa uses the idea of classical SIEMs to create
a cognitive platform where the human being is a key player. Thanks to novel
representations of logs and attacks, HuMa combines the power of several analysis
algorithms, whose results are continuously improved by feedback from the human
expert.
3.1

Handling security knowledge

One of the key challenges of HuMa is to capitalize on the complex reasoning of
security analysts. It aims to help experts in their decision making by providing
them with a guiding tool. The tool should allow them to react on the fly to
threats even in an environment where the logs are massive and heterogeneous
and where malicious tactics are continuously evolving. The analysis is made more
efficient as the focus is placed on the most noteworthy events.
To incorporate guidance, the proposed tool must integrate all the useful
knowledge on the security analysis business. This knowledge can be represented
using a domain ontology. Given the heterogeneity of the logs, in order to facilitate
the correlation between them, we need to define a unique vocabulary of concepts
to represent them. The domain ontology must contain this vocabulary and all
other knowledge related to the security analysis.
3.2

Representation of logs

We have developed a new representation of logs suitable for both machines and
humans. The HuMa analysis process is based on concepts for representing logs,
that are able to extract the relevant information about a security incident. Logs
are big data streams, so they inherit the 4 properties of big data, called ‘the
4 V’s’: volume, velocity, veracity and variety. The concepts aim to reduce one
dimension of the heterogeneity present in logs, i.e. the variability in expressing
similar pieces of information. For instance, a ‘login failure’ event can be represented in a totally different way by a SQL server or by a router, although
they have similar meanings and thus share some concepts. An extractor module
automatically extracts concepts from the original logs (raw logs), guided by a
knowledge representation model and without human intervention.
In addition, HuMa provides vulnerability analysis based on the concepts that
have been developed by the MITRE in the CVE documents and CVSS scores.

Each CVE identifier includes a unique identifier number, references about its
vulnerability and a description of the vulnerability or exposure. This description
contains information about the weakness of the affected asset and the outcome
and consequences of exploiting it. The CVSS associated with each CVE takes
into account the information from the description. The CVE description and
the assigned CVSS include knowledge provided by the security community that
maintains the database, so each CVE identifier benefits from the knowledge of
security experts on each of the vulnerabilities.
Thanks to machine learning tools, expert knowledge can contribute to reduce
error in the process of concept extraction. The concept extraction module automatically generates pertinent questions that are then presented to the analyst
in order to improve its internal knowledge database.
Concepts also allow to unify the way logs express information, beyond preprocessing relevant data. This guarantees that the analysis processes have a
direct access to the information, regardless of the device or service implementation that generates it. Moreover, our use of concepts leads to a direct reduction
in the complexity of the logs, compared to the information extracted by Splunk10
from raw logs. For instance, in a test involving a log dataset of 600000 entries
from 6 different devices, the number of attributes is reduced from 62 to 16 and
the number of values is reduced from 518 to 72. The concepts enrich the raw
log such that the data added is compatible with existent technologies, while preserving the original log. The dataset composed of the raw log and its enriched
data is processed by the rest of the HuMa platform.

Context
1c-Microsoft Oce 2003, 2007 or 2010;
2c-Automated Teller Machines;
3c-Oracle Databases;
4c-Mozilla Firefox;
5c-Video Capabilities;
6c-Banking applications BLIZKO and IFOBS

Events
1e-reception of an email with a .doc or
.CPL le attached;
2e-click on the attachment;
3e-Installation of a malware;
4e-creation of .bin les in
..\All users\%AppData%\Mozilla\;
5e-Download of the le kldcong.plus;
6e-Installation of Ammyy Admin 3.5;

Attack patterns
1ap-Spear Phishing email;
2ap-Control of video capabilities on the
victim's system;
3ap-log of keystrokes;
4ap-caption of video les that capture a
victim's activity

Fig. 1: Modelling elements and their relations for the Carbanak attack

3.3

Representation of attacks

An important question in HuMa is to find the best way to represent event scenarios that may pose a threat to the system. The representation should be common
to all the methods integrated in the framework. To introduce our approach, we
use the Carbanak cyberattack as an example. It is possible to describe this attack through the context in which it takes place, the collected events and known
attack patterns (Figure 1). For Carbanak to operate, the presence of Microsoft
Office 2003, 2007 or 2010 (context) is required since the .doc file received via
e-mail (event) has to be opened (event). The malware installed by this action
creates a .bin file (event) in a folder created by Mozilla Firefox (context), which
10
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therefore needs to be installed as well. The reception of the .doc file via e-mail
and the following double click on it are also related to the attack pattern of
spear phishing (attack pattern). HuMa incorporates a multi-layer approach that
identifies the links between the elements characterizing an APT like Carbanak:
known attack models, detected events and knowledge of the system. Most of
the work mentioned in Section 2 focuses on modelling already known attacks [5,
15, 30], whereas we focus on predictive modelling of an APT. Our work relies
on a multi-layer modelling technique whose schema is shown in Figure 2. The
first layer consists of normal actions and alarms generated by security systems.
These events are correlated and matched to the context (i.e. the configuration
of the system), and to already known attack patterns. Context and well-known
attack patterns form the second layer. The assessment layer contains the model
for a possible attack scenario, created from the link between elements of the
other layers. The linking process considers elements as the time-to-live of each
step, the time in which each step takes place, the probability of success, shared
context or users in common.
As shown in Figure 2, each level is connected to the one above and below
it. The collected events contribute to the selection of known attack patterns,
and are then matched to them. Vice versa, the selected set of attack patterns
helps to direct the search for events in the system. For example, in the Carbanak
attack, if the spear phishing attack pattern is included in the selection, a search
for the “reception of e-mails with attachments” event is performed. Similarly,
the events help to define the context, which in turn guides the search for events.
For instance, if the received attachment is a .doc file, HuMa checks whether
Microsoft Office is installed in the system. Similar connections also exist between
the selected attack patterns and the system context, and the assessment model.
These layers work together to select attack models and to identify which part of
the context needs to be investigated. For this task, we rely on the CAPEC and
CVE databases and the help of security analysts (see 4.2).

AND

Assessment model of the Complex Attack
AND

Context

Attack patterns

Events

Fig. 2: Proposed approach for predictive APT modelling

4

Analysis engines in HuMa

The analysis of APTs in HuMa involves several bricks that work together to
return a combined result in the same dashboard.

4.1

Dependencies

Temporal dependencies An attack usually involves periodic changes in behaviour over time. We can find clear examples in denial of service attacks or port
scans. Although the time lapse between two requests may vary, there is a certain
periodicity that can be identified by studying the shift in the process state of
the communication with a target machine. The difficulty of this task is related
to the fact that changes are not necessarily explicit and can be mixed with other
types of events. HuMa includes a method to find temporal dependencies between
logs ordered in time. It is based on data mining techniques and the representation of logs by the high-level semantic concepts introduced in 3.2. The goal is
to discover temporal dependencies via frequent and periodic patterns of logs ordered in time. The method automatically returns unexpected temporal changes,
as well as the context in which these changes take place. Figure 3 presents the
results of mining with fixed slice-window periods. Patterns are represented on
the Y-axis and time windows on the X-axis. The attributes in the patterns refer
to those in Snort11 . Each cell represents a pattern frequency. Darker cells represent frequent patterns and lighter cells, infrequent ones. This approach reduces
the number of patterns to be analyzed and guarantees the temporal consistency
of conceptualized logs. More details can be found in [17].

S77.X.X.X−source_port
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Pattern

P9994−S37.X.X.X−D217.X.X.X−source_port−destination_port

60
50
40
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20

P3000−S37.X.X.X−D217.X.X.X−source_port−destination_port
S128.X.X.X−D217.X.X.X−source_port−destination_port
S176.X.X.X−D217.Y.Y.Y−source_port−destination_port
S77.X.X.X−D217.X.X.X−source_port−destination_port

0

50000

100000
Window

150000

200000

Fig. 3: Overview of frequent and periodic patterns.

Spatial dependencies In HuMa, we also exploit spatial dependence discovery
techniques to find correlations or similarities among events in order to build clusters. Indeed, rather than analyzing a single event, a human expert can benefit
from clusters in order to understand a group behaviour and speed up the analysis. Relevant methods can be found in the area of data mining with clustering
approaches. There are numerous options available, but a major bottleneck of
many of them is their computational complexity as they require pair-wise comparisons between initial data points, i.e. events or concepts in our case. We thus
propose to use TDA (Topological Data Analysis) [25]. which reduces the high
dimensionality of the data through a simpler representation that can be searched
for invariants. Such invariants can then be considered as significant patterns of
11
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the underlying data. To achieve our goal, i.e., the Mapper [26] algorithm from
TDA is integrated in HuMA. Rapidly, the algorithm works as follows:
1. The original highly dimensional space is decomposed as overlapped hypercubes.
2. In each hypercube, a clustering algorithm is applied.
3. A graph over all data points is created, where a vertex represents a cluster
in a hypercube. An edge between two vertices exists if and only if the two
underlying clusters share at least one original data point, which is possible
due to the overlapping of hypercubes.
There are therefore three major parameters: (1) the resolution, representing
the number of hypercubes (the smaller, the greater the amount of hypercubes);
(2) the overlap between hypercubes, and (3) the clustering algorithm. In our
case, DBSCAN is used. It is a density-based clustering algorithm that does not
require an a priori estimate of the number of clusters. However, it induces two
other parameters to be set, namely the minimum number of neighbours at a given
maximal distance for each clustered point. This technique has been successfully
applied to Darknet analysis in our prior work [9] and it has been fine-tuned with
respect to the HuMa cognitive framework for the analysis of concepts extracted
from logs as a first step.
HMMs applied to logs of scanning activities During the reconnaissance
phase of APTs [7], powerful scanning tools are used by attackers. The availability of models describing various aspects of these scanning activities can help
security experts to predict whether an attack is underway. In HuMa, we model
intensity, spatial and temporal movements of scanning techniques using mixture
distribution models and HMMs, based on logs extracted from a /20 darknet. A
combination of mixture distribution models and HMMs are used since logs may
be divided into unobserved clusters. First, mixture distribution models provide
the probability of the clusters. Second, the corresponding HMM, whose states
are the distributions of the mixture, provides the transition probabilities between clusters. The obtained models are presented in the dashboard of HuMa,
so that the security analyst can determine whether there is a scanning activity
and prepare for a security attack. So far, this engine has been applied to logs
in the reconnaissance phase of an APT, but we are currently working on its
application in all phases. A more detailed description of the method has been
published in [11].
Dependency analysis The conceptualization of the heterogeneous logs in
HuMa implies that abnormal behaviour mining techniques can be used efficiently.
These approaches aim to find the dependencies of abnormal behaviour. Given a
set of conceptualized log sequences, the problem is both to identify the abnormal behaviours and the set of dependencies able to guide the analyst. Figure
4 shows an abnormal behaviour graph extracted from a set of logs. The graph
represents the activity of an IP address 81.89.X.X targeting a web server. The

red and blue boxes represent the start and end of the graphs, respectively. This
graph helps the analyst to understand an abnormal behaviour which may be a
potential threat and localize it within a time window. Indeed, this graph was
confirmed as a representation of a real attack performed from the IP address.

Av:N/Au:N/C:C/I:N/A:N
68
253

67

1
43

Av:N/Ac:H/Au:N/I:C
67

67

Av:N/Ac:H/Au:R/I:C

101

43

Av:N/Ac:H/Au:R/C:P/I:C/A:P

Fig. 4: Abnormal behaviour graph.

4.2

Root cause analysis

A root cause analysis (RCA) is a specific description of an attacker’s procedure
that identifies all the requirements and causes that led to an incident [19, 20].
A RCA is particularly useful for producing an analysis and incident report. The
description of a RCA is different from that of dependencies as it provides an explanation about the incident and details about what happened. The description
includes the conditions required for executing the described actions as states of
the system. They may also include a description of vulnerabilities. The MITRE
database is an extremely rich public database, containing more than 80000 CVE
identifiers. Each CVE identifier contains specific details of the affected system.
The exploitation of a vulnerability is generally crucial in the execution of an
APT. For instance, one of the steps of Carbanak is the exploitation of CVE2015-5262, related to an incorrect configuration of the ‘keepalive’.

Matching vulnerabilities and attack patterns Our approach for matching
security events to CVE and CAPEC documents is close to that of [28], since
we share the same goal. However, we apply a recent machine learning technique,
doc2vec [18], in order to learn from the textual descriptions of CVE and CAPEC
documents. We used the cosine similarity metric to mutually match the embedding vectors obtained from the text, and evaluate their correlation. We applied
this technique to the available set of 510 CAPEC patterns and a set of 91405
CVE documents available from the MITRE web site. In both cases, we compute
the respective embedding vectors using the gensim [27] doc2vec python library.
Then, for each CVE and CAPEC document, we compute the 10 most similar
documents using the learned vectors, that results on 10 similarity values ranging
between 0 and 1.

(a) CAPEC-CAPEC matching

(b) CAPEC-CVE matching

(c) CVE-CVE matching

(d) CVE-CAPEC matching

Fig. 5: Distribution of best matching scores using doc2vec algorithm.

Evaluation In this section, we present the experiments performed on the module matching vulnerabilities and attack patterns, which were not published previously. In a first step, we analyzed the distributions of the similarity scores
obtained by matching CAPEC and CVE documents. Figure 5 shows the histograms of these scores for the most similar document only. As shown in Figure
5a, when matching CAPEC to CAPEC documents, we observe that for a similarity value about 0.3 we obtain the most matched documents, around 56, or
10% of the documents. However, when matching CVE to CVE documents, as
shown in Figure 5c, we found that 11458 documents are similar with a score up
to 1, representing 12.5% of the analyzed documents. When matching CAPEC
with CVE documents, we found that 33 CAPEC documents match CVE documents with a score around 0.28, representing 6.4% of the CAPEC documents, as
shown in Figure 5b. When matching CVE with CAPEC documents, as shown in
Figure 5d, we found 6895 CVE documents match CAPECs with a score around
0.25, representing 7% of the analysed CVE documents. We thus observe better
matches between CVE documents with a score up to 1 for 12.5% of the analyzed
documents. For the other matching scenarios, the results are close with similarity
scores between 0.25 and 0.3.
In a second step, we calculated the similarity scores for a sample of 10000 conceptualized logs coming from the test environment of a security company and
compared them with CAPEC and CVE documents. The results are shown in
Figure 6. As shown in 6a, we observe that log-log matches obtain high similarity
scores. The scores are mostly between 0.8 and 1, which means that multiple logs

(a) log-log matching

(b) log-CVE matching

(c) log-CAPEC matching

Fig. 6: Distribution of similarity scores using doc2vec algorithm.

are similar and could be easily aggregated before being presented to a human
analyst. Matching the logs with CVE documents, as shown in Figure 6b, produces similarity scores normally distributed around 0.3, with 613 logs achieving
this score. When matching logs with CAPEC documents, as shown in Figure
6c, we observe a maximum number of 907 log documents that match CAPECs
with a similarity score around 0.22. Using the doc2vec technique, we are able
to match logs with their respective most similar CAPEC and CVE documents,
which means that we can associate them to vulnerabilities and attack patterns.
These associations help security analysts to better understand what is happening
in the system.

𝜑 ≣ pheromones
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protocol = http
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✅
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protocol = http
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✅
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destination =
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Fig. 7: Tree of log sequences

4.3

Searching for paths in event graphs with Morwilog

Once a database of event graphs is generated, we need to know which paths may
be of special interest to the analyst. Paths may also exist that are erroneous or
that no longer pose a threat. To address this in the context of HuMa, we developed an algorithm called Morwilog based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO),
a metaheuristic to solve discrete optimization problems. ACO is inspired by the

behaviour of a colony of foraging ants when they leave the anthill in the search
of food. In this process, ants depose pheromones so that other ants can follow
the traces to the food source. This results in the formation of well-ordered trails
from the anthill to the food source. After some time, almost every ant follows
the shortest path, where pheromones are deposited at a higher rate. In ACO, a
set of artificial ants is generated to find the shortest path in a graph.
Artificial ants in Morwilog are called morwis, and their generation is associated with the arrival of a log. When a suspicious log arrives at Morwilog, a
morwi is generated and it proceeds through the event graph whose root node corresponds to this log. Event graphs are deployed here as trees, with deeper levels
corresponding to logs arriving later in time. The morwi chooses a path to follow
according to the level of pheromones on it. A path with a higher pheromone
level has a higher probability of being chosen. At each node, the morwi waits
a certain time for the arrival of logs in the following level. Figure 7 shows an
event tree with the path followed by a morwi. The sequence of logs found is
returned as an alert. After human validation, the level of pheromones in that
path is incremented if the sequence corresponds to a threat, and decremented
otherwise. More details about the algorithm can be found in [24].

5
5.1

Discussion
Innovation in log analysis

In classical SIEMs, correlation is based on rules composed of text strings, which
are searched as patterns in the logs in a linear way. If a log matches a rule, it
becomes a possible candidate to be part of an attack scenario. Each rule matches
one of the steps in the attack. An alert is generated when the whole scenario or
part of it is detected. One of the disadvantages of rule-based analysis engines is
the description of the rule sets. They are manually written by analysts, so it is
easy to find errors. In addition, the volume of rules that must be created is too
high to be managed by a human analyst, as the number of technologies used in
an organization continually increases. In the cognitive framework developed for
HuMa, there are no predefined and static rules. In contrast to classic correlations
where the human analyst is situated at the end of the linear process chain, the
objective in HuMa is to place the analyst at the core of the analysis process.
This means that the analyst can intervene at any point of the process. The
interface with the human operator is a key component in the conception of
HuMa. The learning loop, which allows the system to automatically learn new
links between the logs, turns the system into an extension of the analyst’s way of
thinking. Besides, HuMa is not intended as a substitute for classical SIEMs, but
to complement them. Rule-based systems are necessary for detecting well-known
threats. We can obtain signatures directly from security vendors, whose research
teams identify and analyze attacks from all over the world.

5.2

Innovation in the representation of logs and attacks

HuMa also proposes an innovative approach to processing and representing information. SIEMs are generally based on a broad classification of logs, and not
much work has been done on the development of well defined ontologies. In
HuMa, we incorporated the work on log concepts developed by Legrand [21],
who applies an ontology based on security indicators. The transformation of raw
logs into sets of concepts allows the preservation of the original information,
which is enriched with underlying meaning provided by security analysts. The
automatic semantic analysis is crucial in HuMa, resulting in more enriched logs
that allow security analysis methods to work in a more efficient way. Moreover,
these concepts are better understood by humans than raw log text, so they are
also useful to the security analyst during an investigation. The multi-step nature
of APTs necessitate an innovative way of representing attacks. In the context
of HuMa, we propose a novel approach to model APTs that integrates low-level
events with attack patterns to identify relations between them. The model relies
on three layers: one for events, one for context and known attack patterns, and
the assessment layer where the model of the advanced persistent threat is stored.
Existing approaches focus on handling of events [14], or rely on existing attack
patterns to be matched with detected events [10]. Our approach combines both
of these. This representation of attacks is at the core of the set of security analysis algorithms developed for HuMa. Having a common format eases the exchange
of information between algorithms. The analyst can thus obtain a single result,
which is the combined outcome of the set of methods.

6

Conclusions and perspectives

In this work, we introduce, implement and evaluate a complete multi-layer investigation framework to address the challenge of Advanced Persistent Threats.
This framework is organized into three layers: the assessment layer, the context
and attack pattern layer, and the event layer. We propose and evaluate a set of
algorithms for the assessment layer, including temporal and spatial dependencies, root cause analysis, and ant-colony based analysis. A qualitative application
of the framework to the Carbanak attack is presented. The investigation process for the assessment layer algorithm is defined. A quantitative evaluation of
the contribution of the context and attack pattern layer to the investigation
performance is given. This highlights how the integration of insights from CVE
and CAPEC resources improves the ability to identify complex attacks such as
APTs in massive logs. This work represents a first step in the definition of a
comprehensive framework for the investigation of APTs. HuMa still needs to be
complemented with more features for the integration of the human expert, who,
beyond being a simple observer, also has the knowledge required to enrich the
preliminary analyses proposed by the framework. Assisted learning is likely to
become a major topic of interest for security investigation in the near future.
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